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Everybody is waiting for the amazing
breakthrough that would change the.
The number one reason why is that "The
Newsleecher 3.9" software is not
available for free and. that has a release
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date this year for other Operating
systems "Newsleecher. first piece in the
series will be a novelty one about the
history of MCU costumes, as revealed
by Vic Mignogna. In coming weeks we
will be releasing various author
interviews about specific topics, as well
as so-called “series commentary”, but
the first one covers a fairly recent
discussion topic: the history of MCU
costumes. This piece was just the result
of the idea by Nick Da Capo, the editor
of this site, about what could be the
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perfect MCU movie costume for the
current state of the fandom. Rather than
just focusing on the characters that we
already have, there were many great
ideas that could be included, like
Captain America, Iron Man, Thor,
Hulk, Black Widow, Falcon, the Winter
Soldier and so on, but instead of
covering such a wide field of characters,
Nick decided to ask Vic Mignogna
which MCU costume he’d like to see if
he was in the role as a character. Nick
wrote to Vic on Twitter, who was
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enthusiastic about the idea, but almost
immediately suggested some changes
for the interview and made some jokes
about certain characters which were
probably not very welcomed. Thus,
Nick edited the piece very carefully
without some of Vic’s jokes. It was a lot
of work, but we believe you will find it
worth it. If you want to pre-order the
limited edition, you can do so here. The
idea to do this interview came out of the
new roleplaying forum I’m now in,
which is also being published here on
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MCU Reality. So, if you’re a fan of the
MCU and want to have a more intimate
conversation with other fans about the
subject, check it out! Here’s the
interview, which Vic does not see, so
you will have to imagine him saying
these lines: Nick Da Capo: What MCU
Costume would you like to wear? Vic
Mignogna: “Yeah I’m in Cap right now,
or you can make it into my Iron Man’
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